openSUSE admin - tickets #39293
Setup IRC Bridges from Matrix and friends

Description

Now that openSUSE has a discord, Matrix and Slack server, this ticket is to track getting these bridges live > freenode.

Subtasks:

Related issues:
Related to openSUSE admin - tickets # 39287: IRC cleanup and enhancements

History

#1 - 07/08/2018 08:30 pm - plinnell
- Related to tickets #39287: IRC cleanup and enhancements added

#2 - 07/08/2018 09:06 pm - cboltz
- Tracker changed from communication to tickets
- Private changed from Yes to No

#3 - 08/08/2018 06:12 am - okurz

cool, may I ask: Is there really already a matrix server? If yes, how is it deployed? I am asking because I am currently the maintainer of the package matrix-synapse in OBS.

#4 - 05/11/2018 05:46 pm - tampakrap
- Assignee changed from opensuse-admin to plinnell

#5 - 05/11/2018 06:35 pm - hellcp

I completely forgot about this ticket, whoops.
I actually went ahead and bridged openSUSE Discord with community on matrix: https://matrix.to/#/+opensuse:matrix.org (which hopefully if and when will be moved to own homeserver, and just aliased to matrix.org one). I would say that this configuration with discord<>matrix<>irc would be better, because bridges for matrix are generally of very high quality :D

#6 - 23/01/2020 02:57 pm - lrupp
- Status changed from New to Feedback

Is anything left to do here?
Or can we simply close the ticket?

#7 - 23/01/2020 02:59 pm - hellcp

There is a lot to do, but we should probably start with "setup matrix" instead of "setup bridges", because relying on matrix.org (as we do now) is a
terrible idea, considering the amount of traffic and the delays related to that traffic.